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Our 3-panel (6-page) guide offers a concise review of tips to help improve skills in English
grammar and word usage, which is sure to make it a hit with “grammarphobes” and word lovers,
alike. Jam-packed with information that is divided into separate sections on grammar pitfalls and
usage pitfalls, including:•Subject–Verb Agreement•Tense & Pronoun Shifts•Run-on Sentences &
Sentence Fragments•Commas & Apostrophes•Double Negatives•Misused Modifiers•Split
Infinitives•Redundancy•Verb Form Mistakes•Misused Words•And more!

About the AuthorMurray Bookchin is cofounder of the Institute for Social Ecology. An active voice
in the ecology and anarchist movements for more than forty years, he has written numerous
books and articles, including: Anarchism, Marxism and the Future of the Left, Social Anarchism
or Lifestyle Anarchism, The Spanish Anarchists, The Ecology of Freedom, Urbanization Without
Cities, and Re-enchanting Humanity. He lives in Burlington, Vermont.
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jane z mazzola, “Very Good Resource.. This chart helps me to prepare lesson plans. Also, as
students progress to higher levels of ESOL/English studies, I like to give them a copy of this
chart for their own continued review & learning. I find these summary topic charts VERY helpful
& have given different subject ones as gifts to friends, family, & students. Easy to store & handy
to use!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good guide and resource tool.. This works good for helping writing
papers, reports, and the like. It helped me avoid common mistakes that I didn't even realize I
was making while writing reports.  Good resource tool.”

Laëtitia, “Perfect for ESL. It's exactly what I needed! Learning English on the spot is amazing but
even natives make mistakes, that sadly I reproduce in essays. This guide helps me correct those
errors.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Used for English Comp 1. Used for English comp 1”

Kat M., “Worth it for the 'commonly confused' section. I find myself easily confused by grammar
terms. This sheet didn't really help me in that area, BUT it does have a wonderful section on
'commonly confused terms' which gives a quick definition and explanation of terms that are
commonly confused with each other, such as 'principle' and 'principal' and 'to, too, two.'Simple
but a big help and excellent review card.”

gvg3, “ . ”

Susan Rheingruber, “Great!!. I purchased this to enhance my knowledge of English and
grammar usage and have found it to be invaluable. There is so much information for so little cost.
Highly recommend this gem.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Offers Some Grammatical Reasoning with Examples. English is an
intriguing language to learn. This chart selects a few specific patterns and determinations of
English usage. I appreciate having a laminated few pages of common grammatical errors, rules,
and misunderstandings. The coloured sections helped. Just the font size is too tiny for my eyes.”

Jorge Belo, “Very good material.. Very concise and handy information.Very useful.”

Insel, “Pièges et erreurs de grammaire commune, un outil indispensabe. Pièges et erreurs de
grammaire commune va m'aider dans mon cours d'anglais cet hiver, à l'université.”



april, “Great Product. I purchased these for my son and he finds them extremely helpful.”

Lois, “works great. quick review before i write my papers”

The book by Inc. BarCharts has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 652 people have provided feedback.
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